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Implement & Evaluate at 28 Facilities

• VA QUERI Partnered 
Implementation Initiative (PII) to 
implement and evaluate Caring 
Contacts in the emergency 
department

• 3 years to spread & evaluate
• Using implementation facilitation

• 28 sites in 9 VISNs
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Caring Contacts

• Sending patients who are suicidal brief, non-
demanding expressions of care and concern 
at specified intervals over a year

• Significant reductions in suicide deaths1,2, 
attempts, and ideation at 1- and 2-year 
follow-up3,4,5

• Feasible and acceptable with military and 
veteran populations

• Recommended by VA/DOD clinical practice 
guidelines
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Supporting 
Implementation

• To support implementation and spread of Caring 
Contacts, we are using the implementation strategy of 
facilitation
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i-PARIHS Framework

Successful implementation 
is a function of the dynamic interaction between:

• Qualities of the context
• Characteristics of the innovation
• Recipients of the innovation
• Process of facilitation
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Qualitative Evaluation

Identify contextual, innovation, recipient, and facilitation barriers and 
facilitators that impact implementation

Understand how barriers and facilitators impact the pace of 
implementation at each site
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Data Collection

• Dyadic debriefs with a team of two external facilitators 
conducted:

• Bi-weekly by telephone until the first Caring Contact sent
• Monthly by telephone until the site enters into sustainment

• Debriefs last ≤ 60-minutes 
• ≤ 30-minutes per site
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Rational for the Analytic Approach
• Research question(s)
• Need to manage a very large 

qualitative data set across sites
• Analysts located at: North Little Rock, 

Iowa City, Palo Alto
• Desire to minimize interpretation to 

increase analytic efficiency
• The skills and analytic expertise of a 

diverse team
• Need to capture a dynamic and 

shifting process, rather than static 
snapshots at each time point
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Overall Strategy

• Individual summary templates6,7

• Deductive content analysis informed by theory and the literature
• Inductive analysis attending to implicit or subtle processes / dynamics

• Site matrix displays (N=28)8

• Longitudinal analysis of template data
• Data visualization
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Team-based Approach
Data Collection
•Audio recording
•Transcribing

Data Cleaning & Analysis
•Template
•Review Template
•Audit

Data Synthesis
•Template to Matrix



Template Analysis: Data reduction and 
organization
• Summarize and organize transcribed content in templates (tables) 

contained in Word docs
• Templates can be theoretically informed or goal-oriented

• i.e., domains and categories borrowed from a theoretical framework, the 
literature, and/or research goals

• Templates focus analysis while permitting discovery
• Facilitates the efficient translation of findings into actionable results

• e.g., recommendations for improving a process, scientific publications and 
presentations, etc.
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Example of a
Template

i-PARIHS Framework Deductive categories 
based on IS literature
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i-PARIHS Framework

Data (i.e., excerpt) from 
debriefs with facilitators

Deductive IS categories

Inductive categories 
developed from data 
from the field



Site Matrix Displays: Data synthesis and 
further reduction
• Site matrices organized in an Excel form by i-PARIHS domain (y axis) 

and time point (x axis)
• Populate fields with data from individual templates 
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Site Matrix Displays

• Allowed for comparison of barriers and facilitators over time 
• i.e., which factors came into play, when factors came into play, for how long factors 

impacted implementation
• Insights from longitudinal analyses, summary of barriers and facilitators, 

and impactful statements placed in a separate tab
• Five key implementation events used to assess the pace of implementation

1. Formative evaluation meeting
2. Implementation planning meeting(s)
3. Implementation planning guide finalized
4. Caring Contacts launched
5. Sustainment plan finalized
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Domain by Time Point Site Matrix



Three 
Sites, 
Three 

Patterns

• Case study 1: Rapid implementation
• FE completed 5/04/2020
• Caring Contact launched 3 months later, on 

08/05/2020

• Case study 2: Delayed implementation
• FE began on 5/13/2020, completed 5/29/2020.
• Caring Contact launched 6 months later, on 

11/06/2020

• Case study 3: Interrupted implementation
• FE completed 7/27/2020
• Caring Contact launch date initially delayed to Dec
• Launch later delayed indefinitely
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Case Study 3: Interrupted implementation

Facilitators
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Case Study 3: Interrupted implementation

Barriers

• Not initially linking suicide prevention 
screening with health factors

• Could not identify appropriate Veteran 
population via the SPED dashboard

• Re-training on the SPED dashboard delayed 
by COVID, staffing shortages
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Data Visualization

Plots five key 
implementation 
events along a 
graph to help 
assess variation in 
the pace of 
implementation 
across sites
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Unexpected 
insights

• What constitutes a barrier (or facilitator) at one site can 
function as a facilitator (or barrier) at another

• Even sites with every advantage in place can experience 
delays in implementation

• These insights have implications for efforts to develop 
instruments by which to gauge implementation 
readiness and select sites for implementation of 
interventions

• It will be challenging to operationalize concepts 
such as barriers and facilitators

• Site “readiness” changes through time and during 
the course of implementation
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Advantages of the Overall Approach

• Allows implementation to emerge as a dynamic process 
• Lends insights into how factors interacted at different time points
• Permits initial findings to be used to inform facilitation and/or 

implementation
• Facilitates cross-site comparisons
• Avoids issues related to updating and sharing software across VA sites
• Established rigor during the analytic process
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Challenges Experienced

• Reducing the data (rather than coding it)
• Pausing to "sink in" during analysis

• i.e., reading deeply into the transcripts rather than floating at the surface
• Adjusting the timeline for visualizations when debriefs have been re-

scheduled
• Keeping data visualizations up-to-date
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